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Abstract
We investigate both, experimentally and theoretically, commensurability oscillations in the low-ﬁeld
magnetoresistance of lateral superlattices with broken inversion symmetry.Weﬁnd that pronounced
minima develop in the resistivity ρxx when the ﬂat band conditions of several relevant harmonics of
the periodic potential nearly coincide.
1. Introduction
Aunidirectional periodic potentialV(x), superimposed on a high-mobility two-dimensional electron system
(2DES) constitutes a lateral superlattice (LSL), intensively investigated over the last decades (see [1] and
references therein). In the presence of a perpendicularmagnetic ﬁeldB and for the electronmean free path le
much longer than the potentials’s periodA, pronounced B1 periodic commensurability oscillations (COs), also
calledWeiss oscillations, appear and reﬂect the interplay of the cyclotron radius π= R n eB2 ( )C s at the
Fermi energy EF and the periodA of the superlattice [2, 3].Here, ns is the carrier density of the 2DES.Minima in
the resistivity ρxx appear in the case of a pure electrostaticmodulation always thenwhen
λ= −R A2 ( 1 4) (1)C
holds. Here, λ = 1, 2, 3 .. is an integer. Formagnetic ﬁeld values fulﬁlling equation (1) the Landau levels
become ﬂat (ﬂat-band condition), i.e. have no dispersionwith respect to thewave vector ky [3–5]. For ﬂat
Landau bandsEnwith Landau index n the electron drift velocity ∝ E kd dn y parallel to the grating disappears [3–
5].Within a fully classical picture the drift velocity resulting from classical ×E B drift drops to zero if the average
electric ﬁeld probed by an electron on a cyclotron orbit vanishes [6]. Recently, it was shown, both experimentally
[7–9] and theoretically [10–13] that LSLswith broken inversion symmetry can behave as a ratchet when
illuminated by light [8–13] orwhen the potential barriers of the superlattice are driven by an ac potential [7]. A
peculiar type of superlattice structurewhich guarantees inversion asymmetry consists of a periodic gratingwhere
the stripes inside a unit cell are separated by varying distances [9, 12, 13]. Figure 1(a) shows a corresponding
arrangement of a nanopatterned gate on top of a high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas. The arrangement
of the gratingwith three stripes of width a forming one unit cell is displayed inﬁgure 1(b). Due to the different
distances between the gateﬁngers and thus of the potential extrema it is a priori unclear what type of oscillatory
features dominate the low-ﬁeldmagnetoresistance where the grating stripe separation and the cyclotron orbit
are commensurate. Herewe investigate, both experimentally and theoretically, themagnetotransport properties
of LSLswith broken inversion symmetry and show that pronounced features in ρxx, i.e. minima, occurwhen the
ﬂat-band conditions for the dominating Fourier components of the superlattice nearly coincide.We note that a
superlattice potential with broken inversion symmetry is only one example of a complex periodic potential
composed of several different harmonics of different amplitude.While we focus here on a particular type of
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2. Experiments
The superlattices weremade fromGaAs–AlGaAs heterojunctions having the 2DES 90 nmbelow theGaAs
surface. Electron density andmobility of the unpatterned sample are at 4.2 K, ∼ × −n 2.2 10 cms 11 2 and
μ ∼ ×9.2 105 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. Hall bars with awidth of 50 μm and a separation of the potential
probes of 40 μm have been fabricated by optical lithography andwet etching. Ohmic contacts aremade of
alloyedAuGe. Themodulation of the carrier density has been achieved by depositingmetallic stripes (AuPd on
top of a thin layer of Ti) on the heterojunction surface. The stripes having awidth of a=70, 100 and 130 nmwith
an spacing of a, a2 and a3 within one unit cell (see ﬁgure 1(b)) were deﬁned by electron beam lithography. In
experiment the stripes were connected and grounded. The periodA for the three different LSLs is thusA=630,
900, and 1170 nm, respectively. Additionally, devices with symmetrically arranged stripes were also fabricated as
a reference. Themagnetoresistance wasmeasured in a superconductingmagnet system at 4.2 K using a low
frequency ac current (typical amplitude of 100 nA) and lock-in detection. Themagnetic ﬁeldBwas always
applied perpendicular to the 2DES.
Figure 2 compares the low-ﬁeldmagnetoresistance ρxx of a LSLwith inversion symmetric and asymmetric
stripe arrangement. Both samples show a positivemagnetoresistance aroundB=0which stems fromopen
orbits parallel to the grating [14]. The oscillatory features which are in the focus of the present work are
superimposed on a negativemagnetoresistance at higherB. The periodA of the symmetric device was 300 nm
achieved by depositing 150 nmwide stripes separated by 150 nm. ρxx of the corresponding device shows the
usual B1 periodic oscillations described by equation (1). Also the sample with broken inversion symmetry with
a=100 nmand = =A a9 900 nm shows oscillations, however with different spacing: the distinctminimumat
about 0.18 T is surrounded by two less pronouncedminima. It is also evident that the depths of the ρxx minima
do not, in contrast to the symmetric grating, growmonotonously with increasingB. Figure 3 displays ρxx of three
devices with inversion asymmetric LSL and different periodsA=1170, 900 and 630 nm.Also in these samples, a
positivemagnetoresistance prevails aroundB=0which is weakest in the sample with the smallest period. Since
the depth of the 2DES is for all the samples 90 nm, themodulation amplitude is expected to be smallest in the
samplewith the smallest period. The pronounced ρxx minimumdiscussed for the 900 nmperiod sample above,
shifts with increasing (decreasing) periodA to smaller (larger)B-values. The carrier density of the different
devices is within 10% the same and the different zero ﬁeld resistivities reﬂect slightly differentmobilities, also
affected by the superimposed superlattice potential. Aswewill point out below the dominating ρxx minima in
ﬁgures 3(a)–(c) occurwhen theﬂat-band conditions of the different Fourier components of the LSL potential
coincide in a sufﬁciently narrowB-ﬁeld interval. Due to different work function differences in gated and ungated
regions, and different coefﬁcients of expansion of the gratingmaterial and the underlying semiconductor
[15, 16], themetal grating is connectedwith a lateral variation of the potential in the 2DES.
Figure 1. (a) Electronmicrograph showing the superlattice grating on top of theGaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction. a=100 nm.
(b) Schematics of the gratingwith lacking inversion symmetry. The unit cell of the array contains three strips of width a. The distance
between the centers of strip one and two is a2 , that between the centers of strip two and three is 3a, and that between the centers of
strip three and theﬁrst one of the next unit cell is a4 . Thus thewidth of the unit cell, i.e. the period of the array is =A a9 . (c)Model
potential used in the calculations, lacking a point along the x-axis which could be a center of inversion and leave the superlattice
potential invariant under point reﬂection at that point
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3. Theoretical description
For the theoretical description of themodulationwe assume that themodulation effect of themetallic stripes on
the surface can be adequately described by an electrostatic potential, and that we can neglect possible strain
effects, onwhichwewill comment below.We further assume that themodulation potential is weak enough, so
that the contributions of its relevant Fourier coefﬁcients to the resistance correction simply add [17]. Tomodel
Figure 2. (a) Low-ﬁeldmagnetoresistance of a symmetric lateral superlattice with periodA=300 nm. The commensurability
oscillations, superimposed on a negativemagnetoresistance, show the usual sequence ofminima described by equation (1),marked
by dashed lines and the oscillation index λ. (b) Low-ﬁeld ρxx for a LSLwith broken inversion symmetry and periodA=900 nm.One of
the unit cells contains three stripes of width 100 nm.Oscillationminima positions do not follow equation (1) andwill be discussed in
the text.
Figure 3.Comparison of the commensurability features for (a) 1170 nm, (b) 900 nmand (c) 630 nm. Triangles and dashed lines
mark theﬂat band condition of different harmonics, discussed in the text. Different colors stand for different harmonics k (red = 2,
green= 3, blue = 4) while the numbers correspond to the oscillation index λ. The color code is the same one as used in ﬁgures 5 and 6.
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the effect of the inversion-asymmetric gratingwe assume that the grating induces in the surface plane z=0 a
periodic step potential of period =A a9 , which for ⩽ ⩽x A0 has the form
θ θ θ θ θ θ= − + − − + − −V x V x a x x a a x x a a x( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( 2 ) (3 ) ( 5 ) (6 )], (2)max
with θ x( ) theHeaviside step function. This is a simplifying assumption, ignoring e.g. strain effects of the
superlattice grating [16], but sufﬁcient to understand the basic features observed in experiment. The
corresponding superlattice potential is shown inﬁgure 1(c).We also checked a different potential shape, namely
Gaussians replacing the step functions, but the resulting differences between the twomodels are, due to
electrostatic damping and screening (see below) not signiﬁcant so that we focus on the simple rectangular
potential shape. If the array ofmetal strips creates in the surface plane z=0 theA-periodic potential
∑= = = + =
=−∞
∞
V x z V x V x A V kKx( , 0) ( ) ( ) exp(i ), (3)
k
k
with π=K A2 and Fourier coefﬁcients
∫= −V
A
x V x kKx
1
d ( )exp( i ), (4)k
A
0
and if there are no charges between the surface and the plane of the 2DES at a distance z, the Laplace equation




V x z V z kKx( , ) ( )exp(i ) (5)
k
k
with = −∣ ∣V z V k Kz( ) exp( )k k . The Fourier coefﬁcients, equation (4), are =V V 30 max and, for ∣ ∣ ≳k 1,
π= = +−⋆V V V k a b( 2 )( i )k k k kmax with
ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
= + − + −
= − + − + −
a
b
sin sin 3 sin 2 sin 6 sin 5 ,
cos 1 cos 3 cos 2 cos 6 cos 5 , (6)
k
k
where ξ π= =kKa k2 9. The periodic potential in the plane of the 2DESwill lead to amodulation of the
electron density and, thereby, to a screening of the potential. In the regime of lowmagnetic ﬁelds, inwhichwe
are interested here, the linear screening approximation is sufﬁcient. In this approximation the Fourier coefﬁcient
Vk(z) of the external potential, equation (5), is reduced by the Lindhard dielectric constant ε q( )
= + ∣ ∣q a1 2 ( )B of the 2DES to the screened form ε=V z V z kK( ) ( ) ( )k ksc , with =a 9.79B nm the effective
Bohr radius of GaAs [17, 18]. Based on the expressions given above the potential can be calculated numerically.
For thewidth =a 100 nmand a distance =z 90 nmbetween surface and 2DES, the potentials in the surface
and in the plane of the 2DES are shown inﬁgure 4.
Within a semi-classical picture, appropriate at lowmagnetic ﬁelds at which Landau quantization and SdH-
oscillations play no role, the correction to the resistivity can bewritten [17] as
Figure 4.Model potential in the surface (z=0, black) and corresponding potentials in the plane of the 2DES (z=90 nm), without
(red) andwith (green) Lindhard screening. The potentials have period a9 and no inversion symmetry.
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∑Δρ ρ η π π= −
=
∞
















Here, =B A R2 Cres is the dimensionless rescaledmagnetic ﬁeld, =v z V z V( ) ( )k ksc sc max and
η πτ π= V A n(4 ) ( )smax 2 2 2 with themomentum relaxation time τ. For a purely harmonicmodulation (only
k=1) the above result has been obtained by purely classical arguments [6] and describes the conventional COs.
As pointed out abovewe expect pronounced ρxx minima only if the drift velocity parallel to the grating, induced
by the periodic potential, vanishes for all relevant harmonics k at about the samemagnetic ﬁeld value, i.e., the
cosine term in equation (7) has to vanish for the dominating harmonics k. The contribution of the kth Fourier




≕ =B A R k B k2
1 4
( , ), for 1, 2 ,.... (8)cres res
In the experiment only a few low Fourier components k contributewhile higher kʼs have negligible weight. The
weight factors ∣ ∣k v z( )ksc 2 relevant for the step potential with Lindhard screening are shown inﬁgure 5(a) for the
three different periods. They result from the counteracting effects of the Laplace equation and Lindhard
screening. The Laplace equation leads to an exponential damping of higher Fourier coefﬁcients, and becomes
more effective with increasing k and decreasing periodA. This explains that kʼs larger than six play no role, and
that the overall amplitude of themodulation becomes smaller with the smaller periodA. Lindhard screening, on
the other hand, suppressesmostly the low-k Fourier coefﬁcients and becomesmore effective with increasing
periodA. As a result, themost relevant contributions to the resistance correction come from =k 2, 3 for
=A 630 nm, from =k 2, 3, 4 for =A 900 nm, and from =k 2, 3, 4, 5 for =A 1170 nm, and themagnitude
of the correction decreases with decreasingA. The corresponding correction to theDrude resistivity,
equation (7), is shown inﬁgure 5(b) for the three periodsA=1170 nm, 900 nmand 630 nmas a function of the
inverse rescaledmagnetic ﬁeldBres. At speciﬁc B1 res values pronouncedminima in Δρxx appear. Themost
distinct one is the one occuring at about ∼B1 0.9res . Here, the zeros of the resistivity for the harmonics
λ = …k k k( , ) (2, 2), (3, 3), ( , ) are lying closely together on the B1 res scale; this coincidence of the zeros of
different harmonics, displayed inﬁgure 5(c), is responsible for the pronouncedminimum in the resistivity.
4.Discussion
Themost pronouncedminimumat about ∼B1 0.9res inﬁgure 5(b) can be seen in all experimental ρxx-traces
displayed inﬁgure 3. Themagneticﬁeld positions at which the contributions of the aforementioned harmonics
λ =k( , ) (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4) and (5, 5) vanish aremarked by the dashed lines labeled ‘234’ (and ‘432’) in
ﬁgure 3; they coincide well with the dominatingminima in experiment. Apart from the dominatingminimum
the sampleswith periods A= 1170 and 630 nm show faint oscillatory features, discussed later. Generally, the
experiment shows less oscillatory structure than themodel calculation shown inﬁgure 5. This is not surprising
Figure 5. (a)Weight factors of the harmonics in equation (7) corresponding to the step potential with Lindhard screening. (b)
Δρ ρ ηxx 0 as described by equation (7)with theweight factors of (a), as a function of B1 res. (c) Positions λ λ= −B k k1 ( , ) ( 1 4)res of
the zeros of the harmonic contribution to (b), see equation (7), for k = 1–4.
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as scattering is taken into account in themodel only by themomentum relaxation time τ taken froma
homogeneous system.
Figure 5 also shows that the pronouncedminima appear periodically on the B1 res scale. The second
minimumat about ∼B1 1.95res would occur for the 900 nm sample (see ﬁgure 3(b)) at about 0.088 T,where
no visible structure is resolved anymore. This, on the other hand,means that the additionalminima at ∼B 0.15
and 0.24 T, surrounding the dominant one of the 900 nmLSL at ∼ ±B 0.18 T in ﬁgure 3(b), do not stem from
one of the dominatingminima atwhich all relevantﬂat band conditions coincide. In order to getmore insight
into the origin of the oscillatory features we calculated the resistivity correction along the lines described above
for the 900 nmLSL. The result is displayed inﬁgure 6(a), showing the calculated Δρ B( )xx for which ﬁve Fourier
coefﬁcients were taken into account. Also shown are the contributions of the individual Fourier components to
the resistivity corrections, and, inﬁgure 6(b), the zeroes of the harmonics speciﬁc for our step potential. The
total resistivity correction shows, besides the pronouncedminimumaround λ =k( , ) (3, 3) twoweakerminima
at ∼B 0.14 and 0.26 T. Theseminima locations are close to the ones observed in experiment although they do
not perfectlymatch. This is not surprising as theminima position depends on the relative weights of the involved
Fourier contributions: theminimumat 0.26 T is dominated by the 4th harmonics (see blue trace inﬁgure 6(a))
and the corresponding ﬂat band condition (4,3), but the other Fourier contributions add up such that the
minimum in the calculation is slightly shifted to higherﬁeld and signiﬁcantly suppressed. Similarly for the
minimumat about 0.14 T: it is close to the (3,4) and (4,5) ﬂat band condition but the 2nd harmonics yields ﬁnite
contributions.
Theﬂat band conditions (4,3), (3,4) and (4,5) are alsomarked inﬁgure 3(b). Theseminima positions agree
quite well with the experimentally observed ones. The slight deviations from thesemarked positions depend on
theweight of the involved Fourier coefﬁcients and thus on the detailed shape of the superlattice potential. A shift
of the relative weight will shift theminima positions. Using similar arguments we can assign the remaining
features for the samples withA= 1170 and 630 nm. The 1170 nm superlattice displays a shoulder at about 0.10 T
and additional localminima at about ∼B 0.23 and 0.29 T. As for the 900 nmperiod the shoulder can be
assigned to the closely spaced ﬂat band conditions for (3,4) and (4,5). The twominima at higherﬁeldmatch
closely theﬂat bands for (3,2) and (4,2), indicated by the dashed lines inﬁgure 3(a). The calculation, ﬁgure 5(b),
yields for =A 1170 nma relativeminimumnear the ﬂat band condition (3,2), which is slightly shifted towards
the nearbyﬂat band position (4,3), whereas it yields no noticeable structure near (4,2).We now turn to the
structure observed for the 630 nm superlattice in the low-ﬁeldmagnetoresistance. Since themodulation
amplitude is smallest for the shortest period, only veryweak oscillations are observed. Nonetheless, theminima
positions correspond to the zeroes of the same harmonics as of the 900 nm sample, shown inﬁgure 3(b). In the
case of the 630 nmperiod sample we have in ﬁgure 3(c) alsomarked the (2,3) zeroes since the second Fourier
component is the strongest for this period and is close to the (3,4) and (4,5) zeroes. It should bementioned,
though, that theminima corresponding to the zeroes of (4,3), (3,2) and (4,2)might bemimicked by the
transition from anegativemagnetoresistance to a positive, and therefore not connected to commensurability
Figure 6. (a) Contributions of the individual harmonics for =k 1, 2 ..., 5 (colored lines) to the resistance correction and their sum
Δρ Δρ ρ η= ( )xxres cl 0 , equation (7), (solid black line) versusmagnetic ﬁeld, for = ×n 2.21 10s 11 cm
−2,A=900 nm, z=90 nm. (b) The
linesmark the position of the zeroes of the harmonics shown in (a), their lengths are proportional to theweights of the corresponding
harmonics.
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features. The fact that the (4,3)minimum is absent inﬁgure 3(a) points in this direction. Also the calculations
showonlyweak structure in the vicinity of these zeroes.
In summary, we have shown that also in LSLswith broken inversion symmetry commensurability features
emerge. To observe aminimum in the resistivity requires thatﬂat band conditions of different harmonics nearly
coincide, like (2,2), (3,3), (4,4) or (2,3), (3,4), and (4,5).Our analysis above is not only relevant for LSLswith
broken inversion symmetry but generally for all types of LSL potentials where two ormore Fourier components
contribute to the resistivity correction. Another type of periodic surfacemodulation has been investigated by
Endo and Iye [19], who deposited stripes of calixerene resist onto the surface, which caused amodulation due to
strain effects. They considered, for instance, a simple periodic array of stripes and another array, inwhich they
kept three neighboring stripes, then removed three stripes, and repeated this structure periodically. The low-
temperaturemagnetoresistance of this ‘hyperlattice’ showed oscillations similar to the simple array. But the
amplitude of the oscillations was smaller and, whereasmost of theminimawere close to those observed for the
simple array, someminimaweremissing.We have checked that our approach can nicely reproduce this result,
but only if we neglect the exponential damping required by the Poisson equation. If thismodulation could be
adequately described by an electrostatic surface potential, the sixth Fourier component of the hyperlattice
potential, which corresponds to the period of the simple array, would be several orders ofmagnitude smaller
than the lowest Fourier component, whichwould lead to amuch larger period. The fact, that the
magnetoresistance oscillation of the hyperlattice has a similar period as that of the simple lattice, indicates that
the higher Fourier coefﬁcients of the strain-inducedmodulation reach deeper into the sample than those of an
electrostatic surface potential. From these results and the good agreement of experimental and theoretical results
for theminima positions, whichwe obtained for themodulationswith broken inversion symmetry, we conclude
that there strain effects were indeed negligible.
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